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From pouty lips to wrinkle-free faces, these stars keep us guessing

Kim Kardashian West

The style chameleon debuted her most drastic
makeover to date when she stepped out with
freshly dyed platinum hair at Paris Fashion
Week on March 5. But it wasn’t just the bold bob
that had people talking, with the 34-year-old’s
noticeably frozen visage and angular, stream
lined features leaving her looking unlike herself.
While Kardashian West has said she is “totally
not against plastic surgery,” she has only ever
conceded to using Botox. Sydney ear, nose,
throat and facial plastic surgeon Dr Michael
Zacharia, who has not treated any of these

celebrities, suspects that other procedures done
“gradually over the years,” are probably behind
her transformed face.
“This is a completely different-looking Kim,” he
notes. “Her nose looks smaller, the tip is slightly
refined and more turned up than in earlier
photos,” he says. He also points out the “uneven”
top lip of her “voluminous” pout “is a common
telltale sign of fillers or fat.” The star’s wrinkle-free
forehead, Zacharia suggests, is probably the
result of injections: “Her eyebrows are thinner,
lower and flatter and the forehead is smooth—

this is the typical effect of Botox,” he says, as is the
“strained-looking lower-third of the face.”
While he notes that her slimmer face could be
a result of weight loss, he also advises that Botox
injected into the jaw muscles can also result in
“a much narrower, longer-looking face.” Overall,
Kardashian West is “close to crossing the line”
into “the overworked look,” opines Zacharia. He
warns: “You have to look great for the age you are,
not try to change your whole face and attempt to
look younger than your true years. This is where
patients fall into an irreversible trap.”

“I’ve read that I’ve
had my lips done. I’ve
always had big lips,”
Kardashian West (in
2007) said in 2011.
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Lightened locks didn’t
distract from the star’s
transformed face in
Paris on March 5.
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Kardashian was
keen to mask her
mouth from the
paparazzi.

The reality
star’s
upper lip
appeared
red and
swollen.
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Khloé
Kardashian

“I’ve grown
into my face,
but I’ve had
makeup artists
tell me, ‘You
should get a
nose job,’ ” the
star has said.

to have had some
fillers to her chin
area, making her jaw
look even heavier.”
Zacharia agrees:
“She has had her
jawline defined
too much with
liposuction, her
lips are too big and
not even,” he says
of the 56-year-old.
“She is looking quite
old, to be honest,
whereas previously
she was looking
good for her age.”
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“I’m so
happy that I
never have,”
Kardashian
(leaving a
Beverly Hills
cosmeticsurgery clinic
on Feb. 24) said
last year of
plastic surgery.
“I’m not against
it. One day I
probably will.”

Sporting dark glasses and covering
her mouth, Khloé Kardashian’s red
complexion and puffy lips as she dashed
to her car from Epione Cosmetic
Dermatology in Beverly Hills on Feb. 24
raised suspicions she had been tweaking
her looks. While she later shared on
social media she had undergone “laser
treatment on my entire face” that had left
her “a little puffy,” Zacharia suggests the
reality star, 30, has gone further to
change her looks. “Her lips are much
larger than normal, especially compared
to earlier photos,” the surgeon tells WHO,
noting “upward lines on the outer edge
of her upper lips” are a “telltale sign after
recent filler injections.” Zacharia also
doesn’t rule out “cheek filler or cheek
implants. This helps to lift the face—and
Khloé’s cheeks are very full.”

The singer’s face has
changed over the
years, but not for
the better. “She’s
getting too old for
this look,” says
Dr George Calfas, a
cosmetic and laser
surgeon and director
of Sydney’s GMC
Cosmetic Medical
Clinics (he has not
treated any of these
stars). “Her cheeks
and lips are too full.
She has a strong jaw
naturally, but seems

Jennifer Lopez

While the singer, 45, has
tweeted that she has
“never had plastic surgery,”
Zacharia wonders if “she has

had nose surgery—and it
enhances her face very well
... this is the right way to
have cosmetic treatments.”
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Renée Zellweger

Responding to chatter about her altered
appearance, “I’m glad folks think I look
different!” the actress, 45, said in October.
“I’m living a different, happy, more
fulfilling life and I’m thrilled that perhaps
it shows.” But Zacharia says she may be
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Naya Rivera

In 2014, a source told E! News that the
Glee star, 28, “100 per cent did not
have a boob job,” but it’s more than
just her boosted bust that is raising

STARTING YOUNG

Lindsay
Lohan

The actress, 28, has never
commented on persistent
talk that cosmetic work is
behind her puffy visage
in recent years. But for
Zacharia, “It appears to me
that Lindsay has had more
than her lips done.” He
notes, “her brow line is
high, which could indicate
a brow lift with Botox, and
also her eyes and face
seem puffy,” a likely result
of “too much filler.”
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questions. “There has been some
augmentation to the bridge of her
nose, as well as too much filler to her
cheeks and lips,” suggests Calfas.

KENDALL
JENNER
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The runway star,
19, has had some
“very well done”
tweaks, says
Calfas. Zacharia
agrees: “Her new
nose suits her
face perfectly
and her lip filler
enhances her
beauty—it is not
overdone.”

KYLIE JENNER

Brandi Glanville

“I’ve had my boobs done and my vagina
tightened ... and I’ve had some bad Botox
and bad fillers. That’s f--king it,” the reality
star, now 42, said last year. “I admit I’ve
overdone it at times, but mama is f--king 41

—I want to be youthful forever.” Zacharia
worries that it’s too much: “Her mid-face has
been pulled so tight that her mouth is now
pulled out and this gives her the “joker”
look. One [liquid] facelift too many.”
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HAILEY BALDWIN

The 18-year-old’s new look is more than clever selfie angles, says Calfas.
As well as probable nose surgery, “Hailey’s had lip fillers, producing a
pouting look that has cost her her beautiful natural lip shape.”

“I’m not against
surgery. I’d never
say no, but I don’t
desire it right
now,” Jenner, 17,
told Cosmopolitan
in February.
Still, the star’s
lips seem to
be strangely
swelling. She’s “so
good at makeup,”
insists sister Kim.
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2014

Nov.
2014
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understating things. “I think Renée
has had a small lateral brow lift to
open her eyes,” he says. “She has such
small eyes and just upper eyelid surgery
would probably not be enough to
open them up more.”

Pre‘Glee’

2015

Hair highlighted

THE TRUTH ABOUT
MOLLY SIMS

Eyebrows
lightened

Dark
Pigmentation

Melasma

Thermage
to firm

Usually breakouts!
cystic acne

2014

“By the time I was
30, my forehead
had more lines in
Botox
it than a football
field,” the model,
Broken blood 41, writes in
vessels
her new book,
The Everyday
Supermodel (she
included this
annotated photo
in it). Two years
later, a dermatolDark circles ogist said, “You
need Botox.”
& pigment
Aside from when
pregnant (she
Melasma
is expecting a
“moustache” daughter and has
a 2-year-old son,
Brooks), she has
had the jabs
“every three to
six months like
clockwork,” says
Sims, who
Beauty mark
“wanted to be
honest” about
her treatments.
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2004

Holly
Hagan

“The list of possible
procedures is long,” says
Zacharia of the Geordie
Shore star, 22, who appears
to have undergone a total
makeover after shedding
close to 19kg. That includes
“lip enhancement, eye-lift
surgery, brow-lift surgery,
cheek implants or fat
transfer to cheeks, and
liposuction to her neck to
achieve a more defined
jaw.” Plus, in his opinion,
“her breasts are
over-inflated and are
much too large for her.”
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Kris Jenner

“I had my first surgery after I had four
kids,” the reality-TV matriarch, 59, said in
December. “I had a boob job and it made
me feel a million bucks.” Twenty-five years
later, she gave her breasts “a tune up” and
had a facelift—filmed for TV—in 2011. “She
needs to stop,” says Zacharia, who wonders
if a possible earlier nose job “has been
corrected, but her nose looks unnatural.” n
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